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INTRODUCTION
Bucky Lab! Where should this introduction
start? How to explain the most interesting
course of the MSc Building Technology (at
least in our opinion)?

he had a tremendous dedication to science.
He thought; if evolution made me come to this
point where I think x and create y (product),
then y could be through evolution decided
to be used by society (other inhabitants of
spaceship Earth). If y is not used, evolution
decided it is not a good idea.
And thus, he invented and invented. He made
buildings, cars, planes and his favorite quote
was; ‘If you can imagine it, you can build it.’
Which is a sentence that leads us to this very
course; Bucky Lab.

Maybe we should start with the name of the
course. Bucky Lab is not just a name. The
course is named after R. Buckminster Fuller.
His friends called him Bucky. We already knew
his name before starting this course, since
one of us tried to read one of his books called
‘critical path.’ Yes, tried to read it. Succeeded
partially because the chapters were read that
were found the most interesting.
If we would have to state Bucky Lab in one
sentence it would be: Building what you can
One of the interesting things was the course imagine! And in this case, we had to imagine
of Bucky’s life. How did he do what he did? an office solution to improve productivity
How can one man produce so much clever and/or reduce energy consumption, for a
inventions and insights, and write that many company called ‘Ahrend.’
books? We have no answer to that, besides
that we are convinced he worked a lot and In this report, you can find the development
knew how to focus on the things he did and of our project (first individual, later
wanted to do.
as a group) and we will elucidate the
design process with text, sketches and
He saw himself as ‘Guiney pig B.’ B for Bucky, images. We wish you pleasure reading it.
and he was the test-subject of his own life.
He considered Earth to be a spaceship,
with him one of the many inhabitants of it. Carmen Ramkhelawan, Else Dekker & Remi
Sustainability was a huge aspect of his life Groenendijk
and inventions. He kept a constant log, he
saw himself through the eyes of others, and
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THREE STARTING CONCEPTS
concept Carmen

The idea for this concept is
derived from a common problem
that is experienced in offices but
also at our faculty. The problem
is that employees and students
sit too much and for too long.
This could be the cause for
back pains, heavy legs or a stiff
neck among other things. The
chair that was designed for this
concept could be the solution
for some of these problems. The
chair provides three positions
to sit/stand in. The user can
change these positions when
they manually and without
having to stop working. The
three positions are illustrated
on the lower part of the poster,
which is shown on the next
page. However, not everybody
notices when they have been
sitting for too long. That is why
the chair will give a warning sign
to the user after they have been
sitting continuously for about
2 hours in the same position. If
the user does not change the
position of the chair or gets up
to take a walk, it will gently push
the user into a different position
after a while.

Besides the adjustments that
can be made to improve the
sitting positions, the chair also
gives the possibility to exercise
your legs and back. The legs
can be trained by the use of the
ottoman and the back with the
backrest. The movements are
shown on the top of the poster
(next page). These are just
two of the options that can be
integrated into the chair. Other
exercises could be integrated
as well. All of this combined
decreases the possibility pains
that the user would have had at
the end of a long workday when
sitting in a normal chair.
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THE NEXT MOVE
THE FITNESS MOVEMENTS COMMON OFFICE PAINS
Lower back
Shoulders
Wrists
Neck
Legs

Complements
an adjustable
table

Knees
Eyes

THE STAND UP MOVEMENT
You have been
sitting for too long.
Go and stand up!

5-15°

Sitting position

Halfway position

Standing position
Carmen Ramkhelawan | 4285093 | Elevator pitch | 15-03-2017

THREE STARTING CONCEPTS
concept Remi

People tend to focus on things
that move. Also in offices. A lot
of distraction of office workers
is caused by movement of colleagues around them.

So, that’s the idea of the new
Ahrend Armadillo; an invention
that is possible to install on existing desk chairs that creates;
less distraction by movement
through a personal zone with
That is why the new Ahrend Ar- privacy that is adjustable.
madillo should be produced. You
can install the Armadillo on almost every existing desk chair,
as long as the existing chair has
a center pin. The Armadillo has
an adjustable cap that you can
pull up to create your own personal zone. It can shut you off
from your direct environment,
which means you would be
less distracted by movements
around you. Also, with the cap
up, you will experience a very
private feeling.
When you’ve got the cap pulled
up, colleagues will disturb you
less. They will think: “ah, that
guy is probably very busy today,
I’ll leave him to it.’’ And If you’ve
got the cap down, of course, you
show that you are able to do
teamwork at that moment.
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THREE STARTING CONCEPTS
concept Else

Everybody has it at a certain
moment in the office, your
colleague next to you is having
a phone call, people are chatting
at the coffee machine, or your
too enthusiastic colleague is
screaming at the other side of
the office: noise.
The concept of this chair lies in
the frustrations of all the sound
noises in an open office. While
doing work which requires a
good concentration people often
put their headphones around
their ears to not be disturbed.
However, other colleagues don’t
know if they can approach you
and start talking, without that you
even notices. To give a shelter for
approaching colleagues and the
sound of conversations around
you, this design was made to
be attached on an existing desk
chair. In this way it can work as
an acoustic barrier, but also as
a visibility shelter, so you can
work in comfort and rest. The
attachment on the desk chair is
needed so you can still reach all
your necessities at the desk. To
reach a comfortable situation
the acoustic barrier is adaptable

to the way people want. there are
loose panels which you can pull
out by hand to the location you
want.
In that case the panels can be
placed where needed for the
best acoustic absorption, mostly
around people’s head, but also
around the whole body for the
comfort part of a shelter. Pulling
the panels around you can be
compared with turning a cloth
around you.
With this design your workflow
of concentrating on your work
will be increased and people
can work in a nicer way than
constantly be distracted by
other colleagues or phone calls
of them. After a long day they
will notice they have done a lot,
or aren’t as tired as working in a
busy environment. Also with the
visible shelter around you, your
colleagues will think twice before
approaching you for a question.
The panels will work as a shelter
around you where you can be in
your personal zone.
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Problem

Solution

solution

Pitch Else Dekker
4213955
15-03-17

DESIGN PROCESS
Variables

First and foremost, it was
important to determine a certain
amount of variables that we
had to take into account for our •
design. The following variables
have been established:
•
•
•
•
•

The shape
•
The material
The amount of noise that
needs to be absorbed
The construction
Way of movement: stationary,
foldable, rotation, panels,
sliding

average sounds level of 60 dB.
For a room for concentrated
working the amount is 35 dB
a higher frequency produces
higher sounds and bigger
weaves produces higher
volume of sound
speaking level has a frequency
of 500-2000 HZ, but there are
more sources saying different
things about speaking voice.

The establishment of these
variables are mostly to protect
ourselves from getting lost in all
the kind of ways we can build
and design this model. These
variables provide us with structure
and a clear overview of the topic
that need to be thought of.
Before the amount of noise
reduction could be determined
we needed to know about how
soundwaves work in principle
and what part you can reduce of
the noise:
•

an office surrounding as an
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DESIGN PROCESS
To get a feeling

After we made an inventory •
of the different variables that
mattered for our design, we
thought it important to test
the shape for ourselves first to
get an impression of what we
wanted exactly. To test this we
made different assemblies with
cardboard on a desk chair from
atelier.
We all found it very comfortable
to have something around you
as a shelter, even if that was only
a cardboard box. From this little •
test model we came to several
conclusions to specify the design
requirements.
• It’s not allowed to be covered
on the top for the whole
structure, otherwise it takes
too much light out of your
personal zone.
• the sharp corners and straight
walls of the cardboard
were very insinuating. With
rounding the corners of it felt
more pleasant.
• acoustic absorption inside
the shell is also needed,
otherwise you hear your own
sound reflections which can
be disturbing
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tryouts with thick cloth
of scarfs were already
improving the sound coming
to your ears in a more
pleasant and muted way.
Where the sounds leven
outside the chair was 60
dB, inside the chair covered
with scarves the sound was
already reduced by 7 dB, a
total amount of 53 dB close
to your ears. This was tested
with a normal speaking voice.
The less visibility feels nice
if you’re sitting inside the
chair. it doens’t give you
a claustrophobic feeling
due to some testing of
distances where the plates
are away from your body.
At which point it doesn’t feel
comfortable anymore if it’s
too close or too far away,
where it loses its function.

DESIGN PROCESS
After some tryouts of the shelter
panels around the existing chair
there was a possibility to switch
to a stand alone unit where the
sound will be absorbed. A couple
of reasons made the switch
happen instead of keeping the
version of your absorption panels
at the existing desk chairs. The
main point was the construction
to apply the system to an existing
desk chair. There are a lot of
different kinds of desk chairs, with
all a differen support underneath
it, so attach something with a
lot of weight in it for would be a
difficult part. With making a stand
alone unit where you can go for
some concentration a better
personal comfort zone would
be created in a way of closing
yourself off from the office and
concentrate for a while. You can
work in your own bubble at that
moment.
With this choice an set of new
design decisions were made.
First of all the stand alone unit
should be seen as an extra option
of a work place. You have your
own desk, but if you need to
concentrate for a while you go

to the chair. It is to stimulate the
flexibility of an open office plan
where nobody has it ‘own’ desk.
The new chair is an unit for 1
person only, so the person can
really concentrate. On acoustic
aspect, more acoustic absorption
materials can be placed in/around
the chair for better absorption
then only when used around the
head.
With this decision we first started
to think about materials, which
materials have a good absorption
coefficient for the sound of
conversations and how thick
should this material be if you apply
it in a chair. To be able to quantify
the properties of some materials
for ourselves, we made a simple
set-up of a test, see drawing. A
phone was used to play white
noise and another to record the
sound in dB. To record this, two
different apps were used which
showed different results, but the
ratios between the recordings
were similar. The results of this
test are shown in the table on the
right. Layers of curtain turned out
to show the most absorption of
sound.

Material
No material
4 layers of towels (2x2)
4 layers of curtain (2x2)
50 mm foam
9 layers of curtain (3x3)
4 layers of curtain (2x2)
4 layers of curtain (2x2)

Cavity in between
17 mm
17 mm
2x 17 mm
17 mm filled
2x 17 mm filled

RTA soundmeter app [dB]
80.4
75
76.6
75
74
75.4
74.2
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DESIGN PROCESS
Moodboard

Before developing our concept
further we needed to search and
look at all other options which
are made in this kind of chair/
stand alone unit. A moodboard
was created to get an overview
of different possibilities of both
design and function. All of the
positive and negative points of
the different images were written
down and pinned next to them.
These points helped us to sort
out our goals for the physical
design with the desired function
in the back of our minds. The
moodboard and some highlighted
design images are shown on the
next page. For these designs the
accompanying comments are
shown as well.
From this moodboard session
two design concepts came out to
develop further in the weeks after.
Both were based on work units
where a table is attached to the
chair so you can proper work in
the unit for a whole day.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Examples moodboard

Wooden egg:
+
Personal bubble
Not entirely acoustic		
absorbing
Small workspace
Not very comfortable
+
Very cool design
+
Nice work choice of 		
material
Not closable

Unit for two:
+
Space to work with 		
others as well as alone
+
Can be acoustically 		
absorbing
+
Light comes through
Hard to move
+
Big working space

Orange and pink seats:
+
Looks comfortable
+
Can be acoustically 		
absorbing
No working table
Might be dark inside
Not closable
Small working unit:
+
Workplace in your own
zone
+
Can be acoustically 		
absorbing
Desk is very small
Not closable
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DESIGN PROCESS
Work in business class

These different designs served
for great inspiration. Especially
the bigger egg-shaped unit. This
design showed us that there is
also a possibility to make ‘an
acoustic bubble for two’, or even
more people. However, the aspect
of working in privacy on your own
and escaping from the noise of
others remained very important.
Thus, a combination of a solo unit
that can be connected with others
was a good orientation to look at
in our design. For inspiration on
isolation in comfort we looked at
business class seats in airplanes.
The beauty of a business class
seat is the comfort it offers within
this small and confined space
that can be closed off from the
rest when desired. In the picture
on the left shows a set-up of
a business class airplane. The
picture on the left shows a seat
with a sliding door which can
be used to close of the space.
This design gave us the idea of
a composition where a person
is sitting at a desk which is
surrounded by a cubicle set-up.
Only these surrounding walls
are foldable so that the working
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space could be opened up or
closed off in different ways. The
way that these walls open up is
shown in the drawings on the
next page

DESIGN PROCESS
The new cubicle?

This foldable system is easy to
handle manually, gives the option
to close yourself off or open up,
but most of all it can also be
connected with other units. Thus,
the choice between working alone
and together (or together alone)
is combined. The figure … shows
the different connection options.
Furthermore, the walls could be
folded and still have a significant
width and mass, which complies
with the mass law that influences
the sound absorption of the
walls. However, this composition
has too many characteristics in
common with a cubicle which we
wanted to avoid.
The set-up of this design clarified
our goals for the unit yet again.
The design should be a working
unit for one person to retreat
in and work in peace and quiet.
When one wants to work together
with others, bigger working units
(big tables, conference rooms,
etc.) should be available. Even
more important, the unit should
not replace the normal desk but
be an extra option if one cannot
concentrate.

one cube

two cubes

Table

Chair
two cubes

four cubes
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DESIGN PROCESS
BK-City examples

To try to gain more knowledge
and inspiration we walked around
BK-City to look at the different
stand alone units that are placed
all around the faculty. These units
are placed there to offer a place
where someone can sit, work or
make a phone call and provide
a bit of privacy for yourself or
with others. They might not
always serve as an acoustic
barrier, but some do have that
function indirectly. However, we
kept our focus of the acoustic
barrier in mind when we sought
out the different designs and
constructions in BK-City.
Besides the focus on acoustics,
the following points were derived
from last the previous ‘cubicle’
design and the units from BKCity:
• Not a desk replacement, but
add on for office
• Stand alone unit
• Working
together
stays
important
• Place of privacy
• Not necessarily adjustable
• Movable
• For one person
• Acoustic comfort
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DESIGN PROCESS
Model study

To focus more towards the
building weeks, the design was
split up in different aspects that
could be worked out further.
These aspects where; materials,
form and structure. Material was
a flexible aspect when it comes
to the finish of the design. For
the inside it was important not to
choose too dark of a color, so that
the inside would not be darkened
further. Besides that, the material
needed to radiate comfort. Thus,
a softer fabric would be a good
option. Cork was also an option for
the inside, because it could serve
as a pinboard cladding. There
were not many demands for the
outside finish. A nice addition
would be if this finish would be
partly transparent to show the
inside of the construction. This
inside however needed to have
good acoustical properties to
reach our goal to create a quiet
working environment.

different ways. This was done to
take a better look at the effects
of a certain shape. Below, the
images show the different shapes
that were created.
From this study was decided
that an ellipse shape would be
the best shape. These rounded
edges make the shape elegant,
but according to our previous test
with the cardboard, also give a
more comfortable feeling when
sitting inside of it. What made it
better than the round version,
was mostly the depth flexibility.
To make a seat in the sleeve, a
certain depth is required. With a
round shape, the entrance into
the unit would be either too small
or too open. The depth of an
ellipse can differ and has space
on the sides to use for armrests,
storage, etc.

To decide on the shape of the
unit, a model study was done
to come to a preferred form. A
simple sleeve set-up was used
as a basis for the shape and the
surrounding wall(s) were shaped
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DESIGN PROCESS

Concrete shape and structure
The main property that the
structure needed to have was
strength. The structure needs to
be tough enough to hold a person
and working objects (laptop,
books) while also providing
stability.
Furthermore,
the
material of the structure needs to
be easy to shape in the form of
an ellipse and easy connections
need to be made (especially for
the building weeks).
Now that the main ideas of
material, form and structure have
been established, they needed to
be given an actual shape. The
next step regarding the form was
to literally draw a 1:1 scale ellipse
ring, lay it on the ground and sit in
it. This way we could get a feeling
of the dimensions that the ring
needed to have. At first the ellipse
was drawn with a depth of 0.90 m
and width of 1.10 m. This turned
out to be pleasant proportions,
but slightly too small to move
around and work in comfortably.
Thus, the dimensions were
enlarged with 10 cm for both the
width and depth. For the height
we decided to take 1.80 m. This
is tall enough to make sure that
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people (co-workers, etc.) cannot
easily look over the edges of the
unit and look inside. This gives a
certain secure feeling to the user,
while not feeling enclosed by the
height.
After agreeing on the dimensions,
the shape of the structure could
be further thought out. Our first
idea was to cut out an entire
ellipse formed ring out of wood
and make 5 slots in it. These slots
are big enough to slide a board
of wood in, which will work as a
column. These ellipses would be
repeated around 4 times over the
length of the structure. For the
seating was the option to make
one of these ellipses whole, so
that the seat was integrated into
the structure. This meant that
the structure needed to be split
into a bottom and top part or the
seating needed to be constructed
in between the columns.
Our set-up for the structure was
however short-lived. With the
advice of Marcel, Casper and
Peter (structural mechanics
supervisor) we concluded that
in this way the components

would have to be measured and
cut precisely to fit and that the
process would be very wasteful
regarding the leftover material.
So the structure which is shown
on the image on the left became
the definite construction for a
couple of reasons:
• The
separate
ellipse
components could easily be
cut out without much waste
material.
• These components could
also be fastened more
efficiently and simple with
screws, as the do not align
entirely.
• The seat could be a separate
plate which could be clamped
in between the upper and
lower part of the structure.

DESIGN PROCESS
The table

Another important part of the
structure was the table. The idea
behind the tables was to let it
serve as a sort of door to the work
unit. The user can step into the
unit by sliding the table out, then
this person can sit in the chair and
close the table to start working.
When the table is closed it has
two supporting points which can
hold items like a heavy laptop, a
cup of coffee, books and papers
without any problems. However,
when the user needs to go to the
toilet for example they should be
able to leave all of their working
papers and suchlike on the table.
When the user leaves the chair,
the table needs to slide open and
when this happens, it only has
one supporting point.

use the entire structure to guide
the forces. How exactly was still
up for discussion, but the idea is
to stick some sort of pin through
all the ellipse components which
are stacked above each other (on
the side of the table).

The table would have to endure
quite the force if you look at an
extreme where a heavy laptop,
adapter and books are placed
on the table when it is in its open
position. Besides, that it might
also be possible that someone
leans onto the table while all
these objects are stacked on it.
To make sure that the table will
be able to handle this, we want to
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DESIGN PROCESS
Final preperations

) components
HELL)
components

100

1x1x
) )

5x )

1282

6x )

C

10x )

The first thing that needed to be
build was the entire supporting
structure. The structure would be
made in two halves, as previously
mentioned. The lower part would
already entail the filled ellipse
shape that would be used for the
seating. The upper part would
partially be installed on the lower
part. Partially because the table
needs to be integrated into the
structure. Thus the upper part
can be finished simultaneously
with the table. From here on out,
the interior could be filled in. The
inside cladding, the armrests, the
seat. After the inside is finished,
the outside cladding can be
added to finalize the prototype.

B

1x )
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The next couple of days were
devoted to the preparations of
the building weeks. Everything
needed to be thought through
comprehensively to be as
prepared as possible for these
intense two weeks. We wanted
to avoid running into big
complications that would ruin
our plans and with that maybe
even the design.

SCALE

carmen // else // remi

1:20

Most of the preparations were
made for the structure. All of
the
components were
1xdifferent
)
drawn and the measurements
were written down next to these
drawing. Thus, we would know
exactly what the dimensions
were of all the components, how
many we needed from each
one and also which component
needs to g o where. Furthermore,
the fabric for the seat has been
bought and we were allowed
to use fabric from the Bucky
Lab Arsenal for the inside and
outside cladding. The things that
2x )
remained to be organized during
the building weeks was to further
think out the attachment of the
table, buy material that could be
used for the acoustical insulation
and build the prototype itself!

GROUP

SCALE

carmen // else // remi

1:20

PRODUCTION PROCESS
Preperation

Because the structure is really big
and the material that was available
during the weeks was mostly
wood, it was a logical decision to
make the structure out of wood.
This would hold the stiffness
of the structure and protect it
from rotating. The outside and
inside fabric was chosen out of
the stock from bucky lab itself.
Our choice fell on the felt and
sunscreen fabric, which met our
requirements. For the inside we
needed a soft material, which
would be easy to bend (but not
to flexible) and radiate comfort.
Besides that, it could not be too
dark of a color to ensure that
the chair would not become too
dark. So the felt was chosen for
the inside. The sunscreen was
also easy to bend, but not to
flexible and that is why it could
be used for the outside cladding
of the prototype. It also gave a
certain transparency that made
it possible to see the underlying
structure, while achieve a neat
finish still. For the chair itself it
was also required to have a nice
seating, so we made the decision
to buy polyether foam, the soft
material for that part. To make it

a finished model (furniture) fabric
was needed to cover the foam.
With all the materials in mind
we started to make construction
drawings to make the building
process easier and more
accurate to reproduce it again. A
shell structure was drawn with
an arrangement of vertical and
horizontal elements made out
of wood. Where the horizontal
element will take the shape of the
designed ellipse. To get to know
the structure first a structure
model was made in Rhino to
see how it will work in 3D. The
subdivision of 6 parts in horizontal
axes was made due to the height
of the seating and table, which
will be integrated in the shell
structure to give extra stability to
the structure in its rotation axis.

After all the preperations for our own model
Those decisions were drawn in and the Instuctions of the tool of Festol, we
autocad so we could look it up in were ready to begin the production weeks!
every step of the building process.
The form of the ellipse parts were
laser cut to be able to draw all the
part in the same size.
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PRODUCTION PROCESS
start up

The start of building the project
was to get the structure standing.
So the first steps were to draw the
form of the ellipse and the vertical
element on the wood and saw it.
The laser cutted elements were
used as a mold to make more
of the same components and
a jigsaw was used to cut these
components out of the wood.
However, Maarten suggested
to use the milling technique to
make identical elements, instead
of sanding it to the shape.
So first the rough versions of
the ellipse parts were cut out
of the wood with a jigsaw and
sanded on the sides with the
automatic sanding machine until
there was no more than 2 mm
left on the edges. After that one
of each component was used
to make similar copies. This
process took around 2 working
days to have all the pieces for
construction of the shell ready.
From the 5 components which
together formed the ellipse, the
bigger ellipses were drawn on
the wood to form the bottom,
middle seating and top ring of the
structure.
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These bigger ellipses were sawn
out on the third day. This day was
known by a lot of (jig)sawing and
sanding. The ellipse that was cut
out for the seating still needed
some adjustments, because not
the entire ellipse would be used
as a seat. A gap was made on
the long edge of the ellipse and
this would serve as the edge of
the seat. Thus, before sawing the
seating out, the organic curves
were drawn on the seating and
then cutted out with a jigsaw. The
armrests and the table were also
drawn with the form of the ellipse
and the rest was improvised and
the curves were drawn by hand.
With all those rounded forms
a lot of jigsawing was included
and took most of the 3rd and
4th day to finish the sawing and
sanding. The only complications
we discovered on this part of
the building process was the
design form of the seating, table
and armrest. Those were not
designed exactly like organic
forms before the building weeks,
so with the 1:1 structure we could
draw easily the right organic
forms.

PRODUCTION PROCESS
The structure

After all of the pieces were sawn
and sanded, we were able to start
to assemble the structure. The
vertical and horizontal parts were
mounted together perpendicular
to each other, with screws from
the other side of the beam to
connect them together. Because
of the screws in the horizontal
elements each neighbouring
element should not be in the
same line as the previous one
in order to be able to put in the
screws. This gives a slightly
offset of the horizontal elements
in the construction.
Firstly, the bottom part of the
structure was assembled up
until the seating plate, before the
upper part could be assembled.
This was necessary to be able
to attach the table into the
structure. Hence, the back of the
upper structure and the left wing
were installed first and the right
wing was installed lastly and
simultaneously with the table.
This was done because the table
has been fixed upon a long steel
rod which is connected to the
structure through holes in the
wooden panels. The steel rod

was available to us and it was
perfect to connect the table to the
structure in a way that the table
could draw its force from the
entire structure.
To be able to build this right wing,
all the elliptical components
needed to have holes in the right
places so that the rod could be
slided through these holes. To
install the table and the rest of
the structure simultaneously,
the holes needed to be in the
same spot on all of the elliptical
components and the holes
needed to be slightly bigger than
the diameter of the rod so that
it would be able to turn without
resistance. The installation went
as followed: a elliptical component
was slid onto the rod and then the
component was fastened with
screws to the vertical element
that was already installed. This
process was repeated for all of
the components. Finally, the last
and finishing vertical element
could be placed and fastened with
screws to all of the components.
To finish the structure, another
ellipse ring was connected on top
of the vertical supports to keep
the structure stable.
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PRODUCTION PROCESS
inside finishing

While testing the seating we
noticed the bending of the plate
was a bit too much to be sure
it would last for a longer time or
more heavy people. We decided
to strengthen it by applying an
extra beam underneath the
plate and attach it to the two
vertical supports on the sides of
the construction. In this way the
plate would hold in place by the
beam underneath so it can hold
more weight, or last longer.
At the end of the fourth building
day the construction was finished,
including the layer of felt on the
inside. The felt was attached by
a gluing gun. This choice was
made after doing some tests
of which glue sticks worked the
best and would not move during
the attachment process. The
glueing gun was the best choice,
because of its ability to dry very
fast. Thus, the glueing of the felt
was a very quick process.
The fifth day
the interior of
entailed: the
chair seating
and the fabric
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we focused on
the chair, which
armrests, the
and backrest
for the outside.

To make sure the armrest are
nicely fixed without any visible
screws or construction needed
on the outside, we connected
the armrest to the inside
construction. Thus, a bit more
attention was needed than we
initially thought. Because of the
non-alignment between the two
horizontal ribs and the alignment
underneath the table surface,
a lot of extra woodblocks were
needed to connect it to the ribs of
the construction.
Firstly, one long strip
of wood was needed to lay the
armrest. This long strip would be
attached to two of the elliptical
ribs of the structure. However,
because they did not align 1 block
of 18 mm wood was needed to
balance out the difference. To fill
up the gap between the bottom
of the table surface and the top
of the armrests, a block of 27
mm wood was needed for in
between the armrest plate and
construction strip. In this way
it was possible to attach the
armrests at the construction
without seeing any of that from
the top.

PRODUCTION PROCESS
Inside finishing

To make a unified inside of the
chair possible the sides of the
armrest would be closed off with
the same felt as the rest of the
inside. To attach this felt seamless
and neat on the surfaces two
slats were attached at the bottom
of the armrest plate and on the
seating surface, where the felt
sheet should stop. On these slat
the felt could be attached with the
glue gun.
To make the seating
and backrest of the chair, two
wooden plates were sawn in the
right dimensions which could
hold the polyether foam onto it.
To give it a nice looking, furniture
fabric was put over it. To make
it all fit well with each other, the
fabric was cut in the corners
and were sewn together in an
90 degree angle to fall over the
polyether foam blocks. The foam
was glued to the wooden plates,
and these would be attached on
the seating plate. This way it is
not possible to see the back of
the wooden plate and thus we
choose for the option to staple
the fabric to the back of the wood
to stretch it around the foam.
First the backrest was attached

to the chair on the seating plate
with a slat at the back. Then the
seating was shoved in place and
attached to the seating plate with
screws from the bottom.
As the seating and backrest
of the chair were installed, the
structure was also filled with
acoustic absorption material. For
this prototype we got glass wool.
Our first idea was to fill it with
old towels, but for a construction
of this size we needed to much
towels, which we couldn’t get at
second hand shops. So mineral
wool was a good and fast
alternative for the prototype. The
wool was first cut to the size and
then placed in the gaps between
the ribs. To fix the wool in its
place, screws where attached on
the ribs to hold the wool back and
prevent it from popping out.
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PRODUCTION PROCESS
Outside finishing

After the upper part of the
structure was filled with the glass
wool, the outside fabric could be
attached to the construction.
For this fabric we choose
sunscreen fabric. This choice
was made because the fabric
was wide enough to span the
whole construction in one piece
without any seams. Besides that,
it had a light grey color with tiny
holes which caused for a slightly
see through effect. Because
of the rigidness of the material
we choose to attach it to the
construction with a stapler. It was
a precise work to get the whole
piece of fabric nice around the
structure without any wrinkles.
To get rid of the wrinkles the
fabric was stapled to the upper
ring of the construction first. The
staples were placed at the top
of the ring so no one would see
the metal pieces and the sheet
would be one equal surface. The
fabric was wrapped around the
corners and also stapled at the
vertical ribs, which would be later
covered and no one would see
those staples. At last, the bottom
part of the fabric was stapled
to the bottom ring. The shell
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is standing on the ground with
the bottom ring, so we chose to
attach the fabric with the staples
to the small outside edge at the
bottom of the chair.
The last bit of finishing
that needed to be done, was
to finalise the vertical ribs that
were still visible at the opening.
This part we chose to finish with
plywood to keep the materials all
in the same style and yet have
a contrast. These sheets were
sawn in the right dimensions and
sanded off very smooth without
any sharp corners. For the
attachment of the sheets to the
vertical ribs of the structure there
was no where the way of the
attachment would not be visible
(without glueing it and holding
it up for a long time). Maarten
suggested to have a look at our
model and to use deuvels to
attach the wood with each other.
So we did. Drilling holes in the
wood of the right thickness and
hammer the deuvels in the wood,
with in between wood glue to get
it fixed to each other.

PRODUCTION PROCESS
Finishing

After this our Model was finished.
At least we thought so. On the last
day multiple persons tested out
our chair and noticed our table
was too big to close it completely
for all kinds of sizes of people.
So Marcel suggested to saw of a
piece of the wood, without ruining
the prototype. With a jigsaw we
got rid of the edge of the table to
get it smaller and less deep into
the chair. We also sanded the edge
again and sanded of the corner
where the table would shove into
the structure so it turned nice and
smooth again in the construction.
After this part our prototype was
finally finished! Luckily before the
building weeks ended.
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PHOTO’S OF MODEL
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Rethinking production method
To finalize the project we went on
with developing our chair. Building
the prototype 1:1 gave us a lot of
good insights in the form of the
design and the assembly of the
design. The shape appeared to
be a bit too big to move it easily
into buildings. This does not
necessarily have to be a problem,
but to make it a bit easier to place
the Isolips, we came up with a
way to install it on the spot. You
could also install it at Ahrend
home office and then transport.
This way Ahrend can analyse the
installation place of the customer
and decide to make the product in
their factory and then transport it,
or if not moveable, make it in the
office of the customer itself.
Also, how we’ve produced the
prototype is not a way in which for
instance 10.000 of our designs
could be made. Therefore we’ve
reconsidered the usage of the
materials of the chair and the
design. The shape, since we are
very satisfied with it, stays the
same.

to mass produce our model in a
batch of number of 10.000 pieces.
Those two points came together
in the finalizing of our design.
The Isolips has a table that
can open. If it is open, you can
imagine that someone would
accidentally lean on it. The
structure needs to be able to
handle this situation. Therefore,
it needs some weight. Due to the
stability and forces the structure
needs to handle the bottom part
will still be produced from wood
(particle board). These ribs will
be cnc milled for time saving and
with this technique directly be
available for assembly. Even the
screw holes are integrated for an
easy installation process.

The bottom part consists out of
two wooden elips rings, with a
pin fixed in between it to connect
the table to later. Then four
wooden support parts are added.
These are a guideline for the
polypropylene blocks that will be
putted over them. Also, the ends
Our two focus points on this topic of the ellipse have two vertical
are the possibility to get it at place supports. The finishing fabric is
of destiny and the opportunity putted on the inside already, this

can be done with adhesives.
The choice for polypropylene
was made due to the material
properties. It’s very cheap, the
fast production time to make and
assemble the chair in an easy
way.
This structure that you have
installed now, holds the second
part of the ellipse. The upper,
sound reducing part.
It starts with the plate that you sit
on, also out of cnc milled wood.
This plate deflects to much if you
sit on it without reinforcement,
so two ribs are added under it to
change the cross section of the
plate which increases its strength.
Again a ring of cnc milled wood
is added with the holes for the
vertical parts integrated in it as
well as the screw holes. The
vertical parts are installed. The
polypropylene foam can now
also be installed here. Different
segments are placed. The
wooden vertical parts function
as a install guide an increase the
stability of the structure. Now the
table is connected to the pin. The
pin actually consists of a part
that is connected to the bottom
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Rethinking production method

and is fixed, and another part
that cannot move in z-direction
but it can rotate around the
z-direction. This is needed else
the table cannot rotate. It has a
ring welded to it at table height.
The table is one mm above
the polypropylene where a ball
bearing is placed (which can
rotate free in x and y direction).
Since the pin is connected
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between the two cnc segments at
the bottom and runs through the
cnc and polypropylene, It should
be a fixed connection. After the
table is installed, it is fastened
at the top with a nut and bolt.
Then, two little blocks that hold
a small wooden part to continue
the shape in vertical direction,
are glued to the vertical parts of
the structure. Wooden segments

are screwed on top, and the
closing wooden segments too.
Polypropylene segments are
installed again, and a top ellipse
part finishes the structure. The
polypropylene parts are shaped
in such a way that acoustic
material can be placed in it. This
could be melamine foam. On the
inside, two polypropylene blocks
are added that function as the

arm rests.
To finish the Isolips, fabric is
added on the inside and outside
of the structure. The company
can choose its preferable colour.
Then the sitting is placed and the
Isolips is ready to use.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Mass production process

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Mass production process

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Lookings

The finishing of the chair with its
colors for this model is chosen
for the purpose of being neutral
and it could fit in a lot of interiors.
Of course, as most office
furniture designs, the colors can
be chosen as prefered in each
situation. Maybe an interior asks
for all the same kind of chairs
with a specific color or fabric, or
as many different colors, but with
the same fabric. Everything is
possible to apply on this design
of the chair. As long as it still
helps with the absorption of the
sounds of conversations. On
this page a few different options
are presented in which colors are
available and different materials.
At the left image you see the
wooden sheets are changed with
some dark colored plastic. With a
yellow chair and the armrests in
the same material as the table.
On the middle image there is a
similar material usage as our
prototype, only with different
collor organisation.
Lastly at the right image the fabric
of the chair is changed by leather,
which gives the chair a more high
end look.
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ACOUSTICS
Calculations
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ACOUSTICS
Calculations

It is time to calculate the
actual accoustic behaviour of
the Isolips. We have made a
prototype and a design to mass
produce the chair and we’re
talking about sound reduction all
the time, but does it really work?
First of all, if you try the prototype,
you notice that it indeed reduces
sound to some extent. Since we
are using open celled materials
to absorp sound, it reduces the
noise of the environment and the
noise that you produce yourself.
It reduces the reverberation
time of the environment.
How do we caculate the effect
of the chair theoretically? We
calculate the reverberation time
of a theoretical room in the
picture above. Then we add one
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of the chairs and we calculate
how much the reverberation
time of the room reduces. Also,
we check what the influence is
of one or two chairs, and we are
comparing the materials of the
prototype with the design for
mass production. On the left page
all the results are presented in a
table. The graphs on the left in this
page show the reverberation time
of the room with one and with
two Isolips’. Just one prototype
isolips reduces the reverberation
time a lot already. If you analyse
the graph you see that it is quite
effecte at low frequencies, which
is what we desired. The mass
produced design is reducing the
reverberation time just a bit less
due to another material, but still
effective.

ACOUSTICS
Calculations

Also, we can theoretically calculate
the airborne sound insulation of
the Isolips. The results of these
calculations should be discussed,
since the calculation method
is one for a laboratorium setup
where there is a wall between
a source room and a receiver
room that doesn’t have any leaks.
In our case, the chair does
have leaks. It is not closed off
everywhere (you have to be
able to enter the chair). Also,
we decided not to close the
top of the chair because it
would become to dark inside.

time of an office. Also, it feels
comfortable inside because
it reduces the sound that you
produce yourself. The skin
reduces the sound pressure level
inside the chair, but to what extent
is hard to say since calculations
are available for closed wall
sections, which the Isolips is not.

The theoretical sound insulation
values of the prototype Isolips
and the mass produced Isolips
are presented on the right side of
this page. The difference between
the mass produced and the
prototype Isolips per frequency
is around 0.7 dB. Again, the mass
produced Isolips reduces just
slightly less, but this is considered
to be acceptable since it can be
produced much more easily.
Concluding on the accoustic
function of the Isolips, it can really
help reducing the reverberation
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EVALUATION
After all the finished design
decisions we came to a final
product of the ISOLIPS which
can be mass produced and also
easily transported to the office. In
this chapter we will discuss the
evaluation of our design process
and mostly we will evaluate the
final design product.
Design process
During this semester we had
a logical design process. After
the first pitches of everybody’s
singular project we started to
develop our product with the three
of us. This was a nice time to get
to know each other and search
for the design goals of our three
individually. The process was
clear in reaching our goal and we
went steady with designing and
developing our project. The new
steps were mostly clear and if we
were not sure enough the tutor
meetings helped us getting steps
further.
Building process
These weeks went smoothly.
We were well prepared to start
the production weeks and this
preparation helped us with the

nice process of building our
model. For the three of us it was
always clear which steps should
be taken to bring the model closer
to the finish. This was mostly due
to the clear planning from the
beginning and knowing what kind
of chair we wanted to make.
Evaluation of design
The first point of evaluation
started already after the last day
of the building weeks, where we
needed to store our model in the
basement or at the studio space
upstairs. Both were not really
possible because our model was
too wide to fit through a normal
door. Even the elevator was too
narrow to bring the chair up- or
downstairs. With a complicated
route and using the logistic point
lift, rolling our model, shoving
it underneath the pipes of the
basement it found a place to
stand before exposing it at the
exhibition.
The first evaluation point
the dimensions of the whole
structure. We researched the
minimum space you need inside
the chair, the value appeared to be
900 mm inside, not including the

structure. Therefore there were
two options in mass producing
the chair, make sure the total
width it maximum 1 meter or
make sure the chair can be
assembled on the place where
it needs to stand in the office.
We chose the latter. The choice
came out of the properties of the
chair and its shell structure which
needs to have a big enough shell
to place the acoustic absorption
material inside the structure
and to have enough absorption
possibilities.
Thus, after the building process
we needed to change the chair a
little bit to make mass production
possible. In this step we looked at
material properties to choose the
right materials for production.
Including the material science
knowledge helped us to get a
step further in the completion of
the design process.
Coming back to the building
process of the chair model, we are
very happy with the appearance
of the prototype and about how
smoothly the design process
went with our group. The chair
turned out just like we imagined.

So to evaluate this step we could
say it went successful.
Because the project was focused
on building your design on a
scale 1:1, the second stage of the
design process was focussing
on how we could actually
construct and build it instead of
improve the design itself. This
improvement was made after
the prototype was ready. With
this model standing in front of
us in real life we could easily see
what the good and bad parts
were. As already mentioned, the
size was not suitable for easy
transport. However, by having it
build we could also say that this
size was the minimum size to be
suitable for bigger people. So the
problem of transporting should
be resolved by delivery in parts
and assembling on site.
Due to this decision we needed
to think about how the materials
really should be connected to
each other and how the fabric
will finish the appearance of the
chair. With this step we not only
learned how you design and end
product, but also how a company
could make this in the easiest/
most efficient/cheapest way a
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possible.
Having finished this project we
learned a lot of extra knowledge
about building models and how
to use big tools. But also to think
about how you could bring your
concept, including drawings, to
a company which can make this
product for you. This was a real
eye opener.
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APPENDIX

Model drawings

Front view, side view 1:20

Top view 1:20
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Detail table prototype (3D)

APPENDIX

Detail table mass production 1:5
Nut

Table
Bearing (kogellager)

Pin 8mm outside diameter
in pin of slightly more than
8mm inside diameter

Ellips segments (wood)
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Ellips segments (wood)
End of pin (fixed between
two plates of wood) inner pin
can rotate.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX

model drawings - components Isolips
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